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         Introduction 

The idea for this paper appeared within our current research of phonetic reduction in 

spontaneous speech of Russian monolinguals aged three to five years. We assume that the 

results of this study will contribute to the understanding of whether reduced word forms are 

stored in the mental lexicon of a native speaker, how they can enter the mental lexicon during 

first language acquisition, and how they are processed during speech production and spoken 

word recognition (see Ernestus et al. (2002), Nigmatulina et al. (2016) for further discussion of 

the problem).  

The first step in any spontaneous speech research is to choose or create a corpus of 

spontaneous speech. We have been developing a corpus of spontaneous Russian since 2009. At 

the moment, it includes 115 minutes of radio interviews and television talk shows, along with 

their orthographic and acoustic-phonetic annotations. The corpus is called the Corpus of 

Transcribed Russian Oral Texts (CTROT), and the principles of its annotation as well as the 

annotation itself are available online. We decided to use the same principles of annotation we 

used in the Corpus of Transcribed Russian Oral Texts for the corpus of child speech. However, 

the method of obtaining the data for the latter seemed to be problematic. Thus, we have 

analyzed the experience of creating spoken corpora (in both adults and children) and studying 

first language acquisition in different languages.  

 There is a relatively long tradition of studying first language acquisition in Lithuanian; 

numerous studies have appeared in the field during the last 25 years. For this reason, we 

decided to find out how studies in Lithuanian can contribute to the methodology of collecting 

data for first language acquisition studies in other languages. We will analyze several 

Lithuanian spoken corpora, overview papers on first language acquisition of Lithuanian, and 

compare them to similar studies of Russian spontaneous speech and first language acquisition. 
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Developing a Corpus of Spontaneous Speech: From Adults to Children or Vice    

Versa? 

Lithuanian is not usually mentioned when discussing linguistic corpora in general and 

spoken corpora in particular. Both in the Catalogue of the European Language Resource 

Association (ELRA) and the Catalog of Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), there is only one 

language resource for Lithuanian (ECI Multilingual Text that includes written texts in 

Lithuanian of the total size of 20 000 lexical words). According to the press release published 

by the META-NET Project in 2012, Lithuanian was among the languages with weak or no 

support in the domain of speech and text resources (Vai šn ienė ,  Zaba r ska i tė  2012, 75). 

However, in the same book (p. 62), one can find a brief overview of Lithuanian spoken 

corpora, showing that spoken corpora have been developing in Lithuania since the beginning 

of the 1980s. Moreover, some new resources that will be described below have appeared after 

2012.  

Although they are not numerous, spoken corpora of Lithuanian have quite a strong 

methodological advantage — their structure and annotation correspond well to their intended 

theoretical or practical usage. For example, Laurinčiukaitė et al. (2018), while working on the 

problem of automatic speech recognition and synthesis, created the corpus Liepa consisting of 

two parts (the corpus can be requested free of charge by filling in the form at the site of the 

project LIEPA). Its first part is aimed to be used in speech recognition and comprises records 

of 376 native speakers of Lithuanian reading out words, phrases and texts. The amount of 

speech in the corpus is 100 hours. The developers of the corpus claim that “the main efforts 

should be given to achievement of high accuracy of speech recognition” and thus include in 

this part of the corpus only “speech data without significant noise, phonetic distortions of 

words” (Laur inč iuka i tė  e t  a l .  2018, 491). For the second part, aimed at being used for 

speech synthesis, 13 hours of records of even higher quality were collected. These are 

sentences including all features of “Lithuanian acoustic space” pronounced by four speakers 

(two men and two women). The problem of the quality of speech is one of the most crucial for 

the development of a spoken corpus. The above discussed paper is an example of one of the 

possible ways to solve this problem in accordance with the main goal of the project - to 

provide the data for automatic speech recognition and synthesis. However, working only with 

the data of high quality, we risk missing or underestimating some problems that occur in 

natural speech (such as reduction, contractions at word boundaries, etc.). Consequently, such 

an automatic model will be able to recognize only prepared clear speech. For this reason, large 

corpora of spontaneous speech are also required.   
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At least two open-access spoken corpora of Lithuanian include spontaneous speech. They 

are the Database of Spoken Language (Sakytinės kalbos įrašų bazė; DSL) and The Corpus of 

Spoken Lithuanian (Sakytinės lietuvių kalbos tekstynąs; CSL). The information about the 

former is mainly in Lithuanian (Kaz lausk ienė ,  Ra šk in i s  2013). By 2012, this corpus 

comprised - inter alia - ten hours (14 100 words) of spontaneous speech from ten men and 

twelve women. It is available for online-search. There are options to search for words as well as 

for noise, laugh and certain hesitations. The results are presented in orthography, in KWIС 

format. For some words, there is an option to see their pronunciation variants. There are also 

icons for listening to a selected word string or a separate word, but the sound is not available 

for some reason. The moment this technical problem has been solved, this corpus will become 

an example of a good spoken corpus, as it allows its users both to read the orthographic 

annotation of a word string and to listen to the sound. Users are not only able to listen to the 

whole utterance, but also to selected isolated words. To compare: the option to listen to a 

separate word from an utterance is still not realized in any of the Russian spoken corpora 

available online (although in MURCO there is an option to download the sound of the whole 

utterance). The Phonetic Corpus of Estonian Spontaneous Speech (PhCESS), which has 

several levels of annotation (including phonetic transcription) and the option to listen to the 

sound, allows users to download the sound files and annotations (TextGrid files) only for the 

whole clauses (sequences of words), not separate words or sounds.  

What makes The Corpus of Spoken Lithuanian (Sakytinės lietuvių kalbos tekstynas) 

special is the assumption that “systematic research of spoken Lithuanian is closely related to the 

development of child language corpora” (Dabaš insk ienė ,  Kamanduly tė  2009, 67). The 

Corpus of Spoken Lithuanian contains around 100 hours of records (300 000 words), 60 of 

them being spontaneous (private or institutional) and 40 - prepared (Kamanduly tė -

Merfe ld ienė  2017, 875). It is a rare example of the situation when the developers of an adult 

speech corpus have taken into consideration the principles of annotation used in a corpus of 

child speech (the Lithuanian Child Language Corpus, which also includes child-directed 

speech, so we will further refer to it as the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed 

Speech). For the Russian language we have only one such example (CNDS; Кибрик, 

Подлесская 2009) where all the texts were annotated using the principles developed for the 

Corpus of Night Dream Stories of children aged seven to seventeen years.   

The development of the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech started 

in 1993 within the international project “Crosslinguistic Project on Pre- and Protomorphology 

in Language Acquisition”. According to Dabaš in sk ienė ,  Kamanduly tė  (2009, 69), the 

corpus includes about 200 hours of longitudinal recordings from four children and their 
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caregivers. The records started when the children were 17-19 months old and lasted for about a 

year (one boy started later - being 25 months old, and the records lasted for more than two 

years). The conversations were recorded by the parents in different settings.  

The Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech as well as the Corpus of 

Spoken Lithuanian are annotated according to the principles proposed in the Child Language 

Data Exchange System (CHILDES). The rules of annotation and some methodological 

problems are discussed in Dabaš insk ienė ,  Kamanduly tė  (2009); Kamanduly tė -

Merfe ld ienė ,  Ba l č iūn ienė  (2016); Kamanduly tė -Merfe ld ienė  (2017). As the 

borders between utterances are not always clear in spontaneous adult speech, there is a 

theoretical and methodological problem of a unit of annotation (transcription unit). The same 

problem for the Russian language is discussed in Раева ,  Риехакайнен  (2015); 

Nigmatu l ina  e t  a l .  (2016) where the authors propose to use intervals between pauses 

rather than utterances or clauses while transcribing spontaneous speech. Although the 

utterances are generally much shorter in child speech than in adult speech, this problem also 

should be taken into account while creating a corpus of child speech (especially for elder 

children who are already able to produce quite long narratives - see, for example, E ismont 

e t  a l .  (2018)). 

Besides the problem of an annotation unit, the following methodological solutions, found 

while developing the spoken corpora of Lithuanian, seem to be relevant for creating a corpus of 

spontaneous speech for other languages, and especially for our study of reduction in children 

speech: 

- the decision to collect more data than is actually needed and to record conversations that are 

at least 15-30 minutes long allows to find both a certain number of grammatical constructions 

under research (and that was the “task” of the developers of the Lithuanian Corpus of Child 

and Child-Directed Speech) and different realizations of one and the same word (that is in 

focus of our current research); 

- the principle of naturality: due to the aim to collect the most natural speech, the developers 

of the Corpus of Spoken Lithuanian told their informants that their speech had been recorded 

only after the recording session; both children and adults (for the spontaneous part of the 

corpus) were recorded in natural communication situations; although the parents in our 

research do sign a written form of consent for their children to take part in the research, we 

also ask parents to organize recording sessions so that the children do not know that their 

speech is being recorded; 

- the idea to transcribe child speech both orthographically and phonetically (whereas the 

speech of their adult communicants is transcribed only orthographically). 
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Unfortunately, there is no Lithuanian data in the CHILDES Browsable Database. So, as 

far as we understand, the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech is now 

available only for the researchers who were involved in the project.  

The Corpus of Spoken Lithuanian (Sakytinės lietuvių kalbos tekstynas) is available 

online. The search options include lemma and word-form search, choosing the type of spoken 

discourse (private and institutional spontaneous speech being in the list), the place of the 

recording, and personal characteristics of speakers (male / female and age). It is worth 

mentioning that the age of the informants whose speech is included in the corpus is from three 

to 81 years and the youngest age group is from zero to 11 years. It means that the Corpus of 

Spoken Lithuanian includes not only adult, but also child and adolescent speech. According to 

the search results, there are more than 19 000 words in the subcorpus of spontaneous speech of 

children aged between three and 11 years and around 9 500 words in the subcorpus of 

spontaneous speech of adolescents between 12 and 18 years. Thus, the Corpus of Spoken 

Lithuanian has potential to be used for the developmental studies of spontaneous speech 

processing. The idea to include child and adolescent speech into the spoken corpus of a certain 

language along with the recordings of adult speech is promising, especially if the principles of 

annotation for all types of speech are the same. From this point of view, the methodological 

assumptions of our project are close to those of the Corpus of Spoken Lithuanian. We also 

annotate (both orthographically and phonetically) the Russian child speech the same way we 

annotated the spontaneous adult speech (Nigmatu l ina  e t  a l .  2016) for further details) and 

are going to include these data into the Corpus of Transcribed Russian Oral Texts.  

Discussing Lithuanian spoken data from different age groups, we should also mention the 

SACODEYL corpus, which comprises video interviews of 13-17-year-old native speakers of 

seven European languages, Lithuanian being one of them. The corpus of each of these 

languages includes 20 to 25 interviews of approximately ten minutes each. All videos have 

orthographical transcripts as well as some pedagogically oriented annotation (topic, discourse 

markers, etc.) because the main goal of the corpus is to provide teachers and learners with the 

material for learning a language (Widmann e t  a l .  2011). Unfortunately, the search option 

on the web page of the project does not work for the moment. But as soon as it becomes 

available it can be used not only by teachers and students, but also by researchers interested in 

comparative studies of spoken language of different age groups. 

 

First Language Acquisition: Evidence from Lithuanian 

The data collected for the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech has 

been studied in a number of papers. Many of them are about the acquisition of grammar and 
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lexico-grammatical or lexical groups. The researchers pay special attention to the functional 

aspect trying to figure out how the acquisition of a certain grammatical category or lexical 

group contributes to language acquisition in general. For example, I. Savickienė argues that the 

acquisition of diminutives helps Lithuanian children to acquire declensional noun endings 

(Sav ick ienė  2007). L. Kamandulytė-Merfeldienė shows that “children start using diverse 

forms of adjectives in multiword utterances only when they acquire agreeing features and the 

structure of agreeing combinations (attributive and predicative)” (Kamanduly tė -

Merfe ld ienė  2013, 99).  

As the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech was developed within a 

crosslinguistic project, there are several papers where Lithuanian data is compared to the 

Russian longitudinal material (Ba lč iūn ienė ,  Kazakovska j a  2011; Voe ikova ,  

Dabaš insk ienė  2012; Казаковская  и  др .  2013; Dabaš in sk ienė ,  Voe ikova  2015, 

etc.). The examples of studies including several languages (Lithuanian being among them) are 

the following: Savickienė, Dressler (2007); Tribushinina et al. (2013). Such crosslinguistic 

projects allow the authors to put forward hypotheses about universal and language specific 

tendencies in first language acquisition. Lithuanian and Russian, being structurally different 

from, for example, English (that is more often in focus of first language acquisition studies), 

can, of course, provide new evidence on how children acquire different aspects of speech and 

language.  

Comparative studies based on the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed 

Speech data are not restricted to the description of child language: child-directed speech is 

analyzed as well, and such research shows that the frequency of certain phenomena in the 

speech of caregivers influences the realization of these phenomena in the speech of a child 

(Kazakovskaya ,  Ba lč iūnienė  2012; Казаковская  и  др .  2013; Казаковская ,  

Балчюнене  2016, etc.).  

From a methodological point of view, it is worth saying that many of the above-

mentioned studies do not make use of the whole amount of longitudinal data from the 

Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech. Most often, only the speech of one 

child is analyzed (in comparative research - in parallel with the data of one child speaking 

another language). A rare exception is Kamanduly tė -Merfe ld ienė ’ s  (2013) study, where 

adjectives in the speech of all the four children are described. 

Although child speech in this corpus is not only orthographically, but also phonetically 

annotated, the phonetic and/or phonological studies of the data are sporadic. In 

Kamanduly tė  (2006, 88), the author says that “the phonetic, phonological, syntactic or 

lexical features of Lithuanian first language acquisition have not yet been investigated”. Since 
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that time several papers have appeared that can be regarded as at least partly phonetic or 

phonological. For instance, L. Kamandulytė (2006) focused on morphonotactics and showed 

that consonant clusters are acquired easier by a child if there is a morpheme boundary inside of 

them. In Kamanduly tė -Merfe ld ienė  (2015), the author develops the idea using 

experimental rather than corpus data from children aged three to seven years (in this study, the 

Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech is used as a source of examples of 

words with consonant clusters to be tested in the experiment). E. Krivickaitė (2016, 5) argues 

that phonetic research in the domain of Lithuanian as a first language are still not frequent and 

also proposes an experimental study of children between four and almost nine years old in order 

to study the acquisition of phonotactics. The experimental paradigms used by the above-

mentioned authors include production tasks (with pictures and stimulus sentences) and word or 

non-word repetition tasks. This shift towards experimental methods for studying the speech 

and language acquisition of elder children is not specific to the phonetic domain. I. 

Balčiūnienė, for example, also prefers experiments (story-telling response tasks) in her 

numerous papers on the narrative development of pre-school and school-age children 

(Ba lč iūnienė  2011; Ba lč iūn ienė  2013, etc.). It seems that such a combination of corpus 

and experimental data can finally lead to a more detailed description and understanding of the 

acquisition of Lithuanian as a first language. The data on the acquisition of phonology by 

Lithuanian children also include some observational examples from how children process 

language while playing language games. Such examples normally serve as supportive evidence 

for the phonological assumptions of the authors (see Gi rden is  (2014, 133) for Lithuanian; 

Маркус ,  Гирденис  (2011) for Latvian and Lithuanian; Касевич  (1981, 144) for Russian, 

etc.). 

Unfortunately, there is no Lithuanian data in the Wordbank, which compiles the data 

from MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MB-CDI) - parent-report 

questionnaires for 29 languages. So, this method of studying first language both within one 

language and cross-linguistically is not available for Lithuanian for the moment. 

 

Concluding Remarks and Perspectives  

In this paper, we overviewed the Lithuanian spoken resources and studies of first 

language acquisition that can be used as methodological inspiration for researchers working 

with other languages.  

The idea of developing the corpora of adult and child speech using the same principles is 

methodologically appealing, as it will allow researchers to compare spontaneous speech of 

different age groups. We also have mentioned some technical hints while analyzing the 
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Lithuanian spoken resources, such as an option to listen online to a single word within a given 

utterance from a spoken corpus. The majority of the questions discussed by Lithuanian corpus 

linguists are similar to the problems that appear while developing spoken corpora of other 

languages. For example, the problem of the boundaries of an utterance is crucial for Russian 

spoken corpora as well.   

The information about the availability of the Lithuanian digital resources provided in this 

paper may be useful for scholars who do their research on Lithuanian and for students who 

study Lithuanian as a second language. It seems that since the report of META-NET Project in 

2012, the Lithuanian language has become more influential in the domain of speech and text 

resources. However, the research of the first language acquisition (not only for Lithuanian, but 

in general) would benefit from the Lithuanian data in the MB-CDI and the Browsable 

Database of the CHILDES. 

The studies of the acquisition of Lithuanian as a first language do use almost all methods 

that are common in the field: longitudinal studies of the speech of younger children and 

experiments with elder children (preschoolers and school-age children). In many 

crosslinguistic studies, Lithuanian is compared to Russian and common tendencies are 

revealed. As the data from the Lithuanian Corpus of Child and Child-Directed Speech is 

annotated both orthographically and phonetically, it can (and probably should) be used - 

together with experimental data from elder children - in phonetic studies that are still not 

numerous for Lithuanian. 
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